
Urban Audax results and answers

Runner Time

Jon K 01:10:02

Ian P 01:25:00

MartinP 01:27:28

James W 01:31:37

Andy W 01:45:00

Pub Question # Questions Answer

The Abbey A

On the 2 floor there is a Hall Bar. How many steps 

lead to that floor? 11

The Mile B

On the pub’s sign, what is the second digit of 

Roger’s number? 1

The Friary C

In front of this venue there is a sign advertising Wing 

Wednesday. How many ps for an ‘Eat’? 25

The Silk MillD

The left side wall of this pub is covered with graffiti 

presenting a historical event and the year it 

happened. The second digit of this year is the clue 

for the next pub. 8

Seymours E

In front of this pub there might be a gazebo that 

could obstruct the front wall so look closely and 

count the hanging basket holders. 4

The Old Bell HotelF

On the 2 floor level of this pub there are two signs. 

Both have GR written on and a number. The two 

digits are a clue to the next pub. 17

Bess of HardwickG

To the left from the front door to this pub there is a 

sign showing the level of flood on 1
st
 April many 

years ago. Take first and last digit of the year to go 

to the next pub 12

The White HorseH

there are three flags outside of the pub but how 

many different colours there is? 5

Brunswick I

On the south facing wall of the building there are two 

banners telling the world about the awards this pub 

won. How many years did it win the Derby CAMRA 2

the Exeter J

There is a blue plaque commemorating a 

philosopher that was born on this street and it states 

the year he was born. If you multiply the second digit 

by the third digit you will get a clue for the next pub 

to visit. 16

Bishop BlaiseK

There is a street light with a five digit number on in 

front of this pub. What is the third digit? 7

Standing OrderL

The first/upper floor of the building is made from red 

brick. How many windows are there in that red brick 

floor? 14

The Flower PotM

In the name of this pub there are ‘spokes’ in the 

letter ‘O’. how many spokes altogether? 18

The Tap N

there is a blue plaque in memory of Derby born 

racing driver. It says what year the team he was 

managing won the Le Mans. What is the First and 

Third digit of that year? 15

The Furnace InnO

How many metal rings remain attached to the front 

wall? 3

The Abbey FINISH
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